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Human Brain and AI

• Human brains may help AI

Creativity

Openness

Complexity

Normalization

Repeatability

Scalability



How can human help AI?

• Facilitating machine learning

– Supervised learning

– Semi-supervised learning

– Active learning

• Knowledge extraction

– Ontology construction

– Knowledge graph crafting



AI BrainAI Brain++

Cost Quality
Cost

Quality

AI Brain+

Low High



Crowdsourcing

• What’s crowdsouring?

• Crowdsourcing Vs. Outsourcing

• Successful applications



Crowdsourcing

• Characteristic of these applications

– Task is simple (low diversity)

– Potential workers are huge.

• Challenges

– Task assignment

– User experience



Knowledge-Intensive Crowdsourcing (KIC)

• A branch of crowdsourcing

• To achieve some knowledge-intensive

task

• To bridge the gap between AI and human 

brain



Knowledge-Intensive Crowdsourcing

• Successful applications

CAPTCHAs ImageNet Labeling

Amazon MTurk



Challenge of KIC

• High diversity on the tasks

• High diversity on the workers

• Qualities of the results are important



Issues on KIC

• What

– to crowdsource?

• Whom

– to crowdsource？

• How

– to devise question?

– to incentivize worker?

– to control quality?

– to utilize the crowdsourcing result



What
• Task selection

– To save monetary and time cost

– Select the most important task

– Select the task the human is good at but the

computer is not

• Existing work

– Entity resolution[SIGMOD13] [ICDE15]

– Schema matching[VLDB13]

– Sort and Join[VLDB11]



Entity Resolution [SIGMOD13]



What——Our work (1)：Graph Cleaning

Internet Documents

• Incomplete docs 

• Conflict sources

• Imprecise NLP

Queries Results

Open IE / RE

Ambiguous

Could we

make the

results less

ambiguous?KG

R1:---- 0.3

R2:---- 0.3

R3:---- 0.4

X.Lin, et.al, Human-Powered Data Cleaning for Probabilistic Reachability Queries on Uncertain Graphs, TKDE, 2017.

Uncertain Relationship



What——Our work (1)：Graph Cleaning

?

✔

✖
X.Lin, et.al, Human-Powered Data Cleaning for Probabilistic Reachability Queries on Uncertain Graphs, TKDE, 2017.

Queries Results

R1:---- 0.3

R2:---- 0.3

R3:---- 0.4
Less ambiguous



What——Our work(2) : Pairwise Top-k cleaning

…

Too ambiguous

V.S.

X.Lin, et.al, Reducing Uncertainty of Probabilistic Top-k Ranking via Pairwise Crowdsourcing, TKDE, 2017.

>

<

✖

✖

✖

✔
Less ambiguous



Summaries of issue “what” 

• Local refinement will promote the global

quality

• Quantifying the influence is the key issue

• Task independent



Issues on KIC

• What

– to crowdsource?

• Whom

– to crowdsource？

• How

– to devise question?

– to incentivize worker?

– to control quality?

– to utilize the crowdsourcing result



Whom

• Passive crowdsourcing

– All tasks are picked up by the workers

– Workers are qualified by some golden tasks.

• Active crowdsourcing

User Modeling

Matching

Task Modeling



Whom: Active crowdsourcing

• User Modeling

– Task-history-based modeling

– Cold start problem

• Golden task

• Transfer learning [KDD13b]

• Matching

– Keyword based 

– Tree based [WWW 16]

– Vector based [VLDB 16]



Whom: Active crowdsourcing

• Task Assignment

– Randomly selected

– Consider other factors (time, worker’s quality,etc)

• Assign the k most uncertain tasks[ICDE 12]

• Choose the k highest quality workers[SIGMOD 15a]

• Choose the highest improvement in quality [SIGMOD 15a]

• …



Transfer Learning in Worker Modeling 

[KDD2013]T ab le 1: R elated W orks in T ran sfer L earn in g an d C row d sou rcin g
G old T ruth C row dsourced L ab els

Single-task T rad itional M achine L earning T rad itional C row dsourcing [14, 6, 7, 15, 10]
C ross-task T radition al T ransfer L earning [8, 4, 9, 17, 3, 18] C ross-task C row dsourcing (C T C )

F igu re 1: C ross T ask C row d sou rcin g

a few questions. W e define this problem as data sparisity.
T his data sparseness m ay m ake existing learning algorithm s
overfit the few responses. For exam ple, a highly reliable
user w ho only answ ers tw o questions in a new task m ay ac-
cidentally m ake an obvious m istake in one question. T his
m ay cause the other answ er from this user to be considered
as useless due to overfitting, despite the fact that this user
is an expert at doing sim ilar tasks. U nder this situation,
previous approaches m ay fail to infer the user ability and
question difficulty accurately and hence m ay provide incor-
rect aggregated answ ers.

Fortunately, in m ost crow dsourcing services, m any users
have answ ered questions in m ultiple historical tasks. A c-
cording to a survey by R oss [11],31% M echanicalT urk users
have w orked for m ore than half a year and 43% of users
w ork m ore than 5 hours a w eek. T he survey also stated
that people often participate in various types of task such
as im age labeling and item com parison. In addition, the
norm al tim e span of a task is about 2 w eeks, so w e can in-
fer that active users w ho have w orked for m ore than half a
year have answ ered questions in m any different tasks w ith
high probability. T his phenom enon sheds light on solving
the data sparsity problem : by considering the sam e users
as a bridge, data from previous tasks can be borrow ed to
benefit the current task as m ost users m ay have relatively
stable characteristics in com pleting related tasks.

H ow ever,due to the differences am ong tasks,m erging the
data from m ultiple tasks naively does not w ork w ell. For
exam ple, different tasks m ay require different background
know ledge, such as the differences betw een im age annota-
tion and sentim ent analysis tasks. T here are also differences
betw een different kinds oflabels,e.g.,binary vs. m ulti-class
labels. F inally, w e m ay have different display styles, e.g.,
texts vs. im ages. T hese differences m ay influence users’
perform ance and m isguide the estim ation process on user
ability and question difficulty. C an w e utilize the data from
m ultiple previously labeled tasks for labeling the data in the
current task, w hile avoiding the negative effects stem m ing
from task differences?

In this paper,w e consider the problem ofm aking the m ax-
im um use of the know ledge gained from previously solved
crow dsourcing tasks to benefit the current crow dsourcing
task. W e propose a novel transfer-learning basd solution
know n as C ross-T ask C row dsourcing (C T C ) for the prob-
lem . In particular, w e exploit transfer learning to extract
know ledge from auxiliary dom ains to help learning in a tar-
get dom ain [8]. A s an exam ple,in F igure 1,som e new users
in M T urk first answ er m any questions about im ages on ra-

zors and then accept a task to annotate a set ofnew im ages
related to the topic of‘m akeups’. B y observing users’perfor-
m ance in the razor-recognition task, users’characteristics,
such as gender, can be inferred autom atically. In addition,
these characteristics are closely related to users’abilities to
answ er questions in other tasks. For exam ple, fem ale users
generally know about m akeup products better than m ale
users. T hus, in the target m akeup task, users’abilities can
be estim ated m ore accurately,w hich can be used to im prove
the data veracity ofansw er aggregation. K now ledge transfer
seem s particularly usefulfor crow dsourcing service providers
such as M echanical T urk because they can identify sam e
users in different tasks using a unified identification.

T o enable the transfer ofknow ledge betw een crow dsourc-
ing tasks, w e propose a hierarchical B ayesian m odelknow n
as T ransfer Learning for C row dsourcing (T LC ). W e notice
that m ost users have relatively stable characteristics in com -
pleting related tasks,so the perform ance of these users in a
target task can be estim ated accurately. For each user, w e
introduce tw o shared variables, w here one m odels the aver-
age perform ance of a user w hile the other m odels the users’
variance in task perform ance in different tasks. For each
task,w e use another variable to m odeltask-specific factors.
K now ledge from different tasks is shared via these variables.
T o construct the T LC m odel, w e propose a M arkov chain
M onte C arlo (M C M C ) m ethod to infer the latent variables.
O ur experim ents confirm that T LC can effectively transfer
know ledge from related auxiliary tasks w hile avoiding po-
tentialnegative effects due to task differences.

W e sum m arize the m ain contributions of this paper as
follow s:

1. W e study a new transfer learning problem in crow d-
sourcing applications to reduce the cost ofcrow dsourc-
ing operations. W e address the problem ofdata verac-
ity ofcrow dsourcing system s. T o the bestofourknow l-
edge, this is the first w ork to utilize m ultiple tasks in
crow dsourcing applications.

2. W e propose a novelhierarchicalB ayesian m odel,T LC ,
to solve the know ledge-transfer problem . T LC can
solve the data-sparsity problem by exploiting know l-
edge from related tasks w hile avoiding the negative
effect caused by task differences. W e propose an effec-
tive inference algorithm to infer the m odelvariables.

3. W e conductexperim entson variousreal-w orld datasets.
T he results show that T LC outperform s the previ-
ous approaches significantly and reduces the costs of
crow dsourcing custom ers. T he results also show that
T LC can effectively transfer know ledge from different
but related tasks and avoid potential harm brought
about by task difference.

2. RELATED WORKS
In this section, w e review related w orks on learning in

crow dsourcing context. W e sum m arize the related w orks in
T able 1.
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F igu re 2: T h e G rap h ical M od el of T L C

B lue: observed variable;G reen: prior;D ashed: variable of
interest.

answ ers A i in the target task T t collaboratively. M athem at-
ically,suppose that t-th task is the target task,the problem
can be form ulated as (A t) = C T C (L ). T he challenge in
C T C is how to transfer the know ledge effectively given that
each user m ay have different perform ance in different tasks
due to certain task-specific factors; for exam ple, different
tasks m ay require different background know ledge. In this
paper,w e focus on the annotation task w here each question
is an instance to label, such as a docum ent or an im age,
w hereas the answ er to a question is its correspondent label.
T o sim plify the discussion,w e assum e that in the sam e task,
each question has only lim ited answ ers and the num ber of
answ er candidates to each question is a constant. T hen,for
each entry in L i,L i

pq ∈[1,Z i],Z i is the num ber oflabels to
the questions in T i.

4. PROBABILISTIC MODEL
In this section, w e describe our proposed m odel, T LC

(T ransfer Learning for C row dsourcing). W e first present the
m ain idea of perform ing know ledge transfer, then state the
generation process ofT LC ,and finally introduce an effective
inference algorithm to construct T LC m odels.

4.1 Model Description
O ur m ain idea is that the know ledge from related crow d-

sourcing tasks can be utilized to regularize the estim ation
of each user’s perform ance by considering the overlapping
users’averaged perform ance and characteristics, as w ell as
tasks-specific factors as a bridge. T his allow s us to better
know w hich user is m ore trustw orthy and infer true answ ers
m ore accurately w ith few er user responses.

A graphical representation of T LC can be found in F ig-
ure 2. For each user U p in alltasks,the average perform ance
of U p over alltasks is defined as M p, M p is generated from
a single-dim ension G aussian distribution.

M p ∼ N (µ M ,σM ) (1)

µ M is the m ean ofallusers’averaged perform ance and σM is
the corresponding variance. M p is decided by task indepen-
dent factors of a user w hich in practice,could be the user’s
IQ ,ability to focus,education level,etc. T he characteristics

of a user U p are defined as G p, w hich is generated from a
m ultivariate G aussian distribution.

G p ∼ N (µ u ,Σ u ) (2)

µ u is the m ean of all users’characteristics and Σ u is the
corresponding covariance m atrix. G p is decided by a task
dependent factor of U p , so that G p accounts for the differ-
ences ofuser perform ance in different tasks. In practice,G p

can be m ultidim ensional,each dim ension m ay be related to
the users’know ledge in a specific dom ain. W e use B i to
denote the task-specific factors for task T i, B i is generated
from a m ultivariate G aussian distribution.

B i ∼ N (µ t,Σ t) (3)

µ t is the m ean of all task-specific factors and Σ t is the cor-
responding covariance m atrix. In reality, B i can be m ulti-
dim ensional, w here each dim ension can be considered as a
factor,such as w hether som e specific know ledge is required.
W e use C i

p to denote the ability of user U p answ ering ques-

tions in T i,and let C ∈R n ×K denote the w hole perform ance
m atrix containing the perform ance of all users in all tasks.
C i

p is generated from a single-dim ension G aussian distribu-
tion.

C i
p ∼ N (G p ∗ B i + M p ,σc) (4)

σc is the corresponding variance, w hich m odels how m uch
the actual user ability w ill deviate from the expected user
ability. A larger value in C i

p m eans that U p is m ore likely to

give correct answ ers to questions in Ti,w hile a negative C i
p

m eans that U p is adversary and alw ays gives w rong answ ers
on purpose. T he dot product of G p and B i can be view ed
as the interaction ofthe user’s characteristics and how m uch
this characteristic is needed to perform w ell in this specific
task. For exam ple, a m ale user m ay have sufficient know l-
edge about sports but little know ledge about how to apply
m akeups to oneself. If a task requires certain know ledge on
sports but requires no know ledge on m akeups,the user m ay
perform very w ell; otherw ise, he m ay perform badly. O n
the question side, w e use D i

q to denote the difficulty of the

question Q i
q,w here D i

q > 0.

D i
q ∼

1

eN (µ d ,σd )
(5)

H ere D i
q = ∞ m eans Q i

q is so difficult that even the best

users can only guess the answ ers. D i
q = 0 m eans that Q i

q

is so easy that even the w orst users can alw ays answ er it
correctly. E q.(5) can m odelthe fact that very few questions
are extrem ely easy or extrem ely difficult. In addition,w e use
A i

q to denote the true answ er for Q i
q. A

i
q is generated from a

discrete distribution,w hich corresponds to a m ultiple-choice
single answ er question.

A i
q ∼ D is(pa ) (6)

pa is a com m on prior to all questions. F inally, let L i
pq

{∀p,q|Ii(p,q) > 0} denote the response (label) given by U p

to Q i
q. For a question w ith Z i possible answ ers, the prob-

ability that a user can provide the correct answ er to the
question is com puted through a logistic function as follow s:

p(L i
pq = A i

q|C
i
p ,D

i
q) =

1

1 + (Z i − 1)e
−

C i
p

D i
q

(7)
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Tree-based matching [WWW16]



Domain-based matching [VLDB2016]

Sports Military Financial Drama

…….

0.3 0 0.2 0.5 …. 0.1 0.7 0 0.5 ….
Similarity



Whom—Our work: Graph+Tree-based

X.Lin, et.al, Supported by NSF of shanghai, 2017.



Issues on KIC

• What

– to crowdsource?

• Whom

– to crowdsource？

• How

– to devise question?

– to incentivize worker?

– to control quality?

– to utilize the crowdsourcing result



How to devise question?

• Explicit crowdsourcing

• Implicit crowdsourcing



Devise questions

• Explicit crowdsourcing

– Traditional guidelines:

• 1. Small piece of task is preferred

• 2. Yes-or-No > Choice >Blank filling

• 3. Less cooperation is preferred

• 4. Good UI is preferred

– New research points:

• Should tradeoff the cost and accuracy

– Mix multi-choice and Yes-or-no [SIGMOD 17]

• Should devise the workflow of Crowdsourcing 



Devise questions
• Implicit crowdsourcing

– Gamification

• Common sense knowledge acquisition[CHI06]

• Spatial Positions[AIIDE 14]

– Collecting Secretly

• CAPTCHAS

• WAZE/ Google Map/ Baidu Map…

• Auto Image Annotation [MTA 14]

• Visual Focus [TMM14]

– Make Use of Psychological Characteristic

• Curiosity[CHI16]

• Micro-diversions[CSCW 15]



Common knowledge acquisition

Verbosity can be considered a “human algorithm”: given a 

word as input, it outputs a set of common-sense facts 

related to the word. Instead of using a computer processor, 

though, this “algorithm” uses ordinary humans interacting 

with computers throughout the Web. Our system therefore 

significantly contributes to HCI in two ways: it collects 

common-sense data that can improve HCI applications, and 

it addresses a typical AI problem with novel HCI tools. 

Why Not Use Google? 

Computers now have the ability to search vast amounts of 

data in little time. This means that perhaps we could use a 

search engine to collect the information we need. Although 

such an approach yields some useful data [2], it is not good 

enough for our purposes for three reasons. First, most of the 

knowledge that we are trying to collect is so obvious that no 

one has bothered to record it. Second, there exists incorrect 

knowledge on the Web (for example, at the time of writing 

this paper, searching for “cars can swim” returns more 

results on Google than “cars can’t swim”). Third, the text 

on the Web is unstructured and turning it into a directly 

useful format is a non-trivial task. Our system does not 

suffer from these shortcomings.  

RELATED WORK 

There have been a variety of other methods for collecting 

common-sense facts, which differ in nature from ours.  

Cyc  

Cyc (e.g., [3]) was the first effort at building a common-

sense database. Cyc started by creating a seed database of 

common-sense knowledge using paid experts to enter facts 

in CycL — a proprietary, very precise language developed 

in order to avoid any ambiguity problems. Using this seed 

database as a starting point, more data can be collected 

(e.g., by combining facts to infer new ones).   

One problem with this approach is that the number of 

common-sense facts required is orders of magnitude higher 

than that which could be entered by an isolated set of 

experts — over the course of a decade, Cyc has been able to 

populate its main database with around a million pieces of 

information [6]. As evidenced by the ESP Game [1], our 

approach has the potential to collect millions of pieces of 

knowledge within the space of several weeks. 

Open Mind and Mindpixel 

More recently, the Open Mind project has relied on 

“netizens” (Internet users) to enter common-sense facts. 

Open Mind has dozens of activities, each designed to gather 

specific types of knowledge: spatial, hierarchical, 

implication, etc. So far, they have gathered several hundred 

thousand pieces of knowledge. Another project, Mindpixel 

[5], is similar to Open Mind in that it relies on ordinary 

Internet users. They have a collaborative system in which 

many participants create and classify a statement as true or 

false, thus building up a large database of facts. Validation 

is a majority-based system, and it rewards those who 

consistently validate a fact inline with the other users.  

The major improvement that we make over Open Mind and 

Mindpixel is that our system transforms the process of 

entering facts into a true gaming environment. Activities in 

Open Mind and Mindpixel require users to simply enter 

facts; we don’t need to explicitly ask users to do so.  

Wikipedia 

Another example of gathering knowledge from humans is 

Wikipedia.org, a tremendously successful online 

encyclopedia to which anybody can contribute.  

In addition to the gaming aspect, our system is different 

from Wikipedia in that the knowledge we are interested in 

is significantly simpler. Encyclopedias are mostly useful for 

their little-known facts; we wish to collect facts that 

everybody knows (which are of little use in encyclopedias).  

BASIC GAME MECHANICS 

Verbosity is meant to be played online by two players 

selected at random. One of the players is chosen as the 

“Narrator” while the other is the “Guesser.” The Narrator 

gets a secret word and must get the Guesser to type that 

word by sending hints to the Guesser. The hints take the 

form of sentence templates with blanks to be filled in. The 

Narrator can fill in the blanks with any word they wish 

except the secret word (or any string containing the secret 

word). See Figure 1. For example, if the word is LAPTOP, 

the Narrator might say: “it has a KEYBOARD.” 

 

LAPTOP 

It contains a K EYBO ARD

Figure 1. Part of the Narrator’s screen. 

The sentence templates that the narrator can use come in the 

form of cards. The Narrator starts with 7 cards in their 

hand, and each card contains one sentence template. To 

give hints about the secret word, the Narrator chooses a 

card, fills in the blanks in the card and sends it to the 

Guesser. Given the hints, the Guesser can type what they 
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Templates:
• ___ is a kind of ___. 

• ___ is used for ___. 

• ___ is typically near/in/on 

___ .

• ___ is the opposite of ___ / 

___ is related to ___ . 



Touch Saliency & Visual Focus

NI et al.: TOUCH SALIENCY: CHARACTERISTICS AND PREDICTION 1781

One group of saliency prediction methods [2], [25] are mo-

tivated by neurobiological [26] or psychological findings. In

these methods, visual feature maps are computed, normalized

and combined to form the final saliency map [2]. Another group

of saliency detection methods are mainly motivated by pure

computational frameworks to formulate visual attention func-

tion. Most recently, many other saliency detection method have

been proposed utilizing graph model [27], maximum informa-

tion sampling [3], subspace analysis [28], frequency domain

measurement [29] and global contrast [17], etc.

Saliency detection performance highly depends on the choice

of visual features used. Since it is very hard to find a single

feature that works well on various images, how to combine

multiple features efficiently becomes an important problem [2],

[30]–[32]. Recently, Lang et al. [16] proposed a multi-task spar-

sity pursuit (MTSP) framework for integrating different types of

low-level visual features for saliency detection. This method is

based on the low rank presentation (LRR) [33] and the inferred

sparse error matrices jointly provide saliency measure. Evalu-

ation results show that MTSP can combine different types of

features efficiently.

There are some studies on improving saliency detection re-

sults by adding middle-level or high-level visual features such

as object or face detection scores. Cerf et al. [34] combined face

detection and low-level features to improve the Itti model. Judd

et al. [12] studied efficient fusion of low, middle and high-level

features by training an support vector machine (SVM) model

for the combined features. In their work, face and object detec-

tion scores are used as high-level visual features, and results

from a horizon line detector are used as middle-level visual

features. Different from these feature fusion methods, in this

work we extract image superpixels [35] to form middle-level

visual features since superpixels can preserve object boundaries

and they have been proved to be conveying very rich descrip-

tive and discriminative object class information for various vi-

sion tasks such as object detection [36], image parsing [37]

and human detection [38] etc. Also, different from [12], instead

of using a bottom-up (unsupervised) + top-down (supervised)

method based on SVM, we propose to embed our proposed

middle-level features into the state-of-the-art bottom-up (un-

supervised) method MTSP [16], and our experimental results

show saliency detection performance improvement on both vi-

sual and touch saliency groundtruth.

III. TOUCH SALIENCY

A. Touch Saliency Dataset Collection

Stimuli: We choose a widely used visual saliency dataset

MITdataset [12] to collect touch saliency. The image size

within this saliency dataset is around . Instead of

using the entire dataset, we choose 500 representative images

from this released dataset to relieve users’ burden. These 500

images are chosen by computing bag-of-words of SIFT [39]

(BOW-SIFT) representations, performing k-means clustering,

and keeping images according to major clusters, to ensure that

the selected ones are representative.

Interface: The same as our preliminary touch saliency work

[1], we design an interface on iPhone to collect touch saliency

Fig. 1. Interface designed for data collection. (a) Login interface. (b) Interface

after login. (c) Image after zoom in (d) Black screen.

information. During data collection process, users are asked to

freely view the photos and the movements of the images are

recorded. To get the fixation point, we assume that the center

point of the image shown on the screen is the fixation point.

The zooming-in scale for each point is different, and the image

part which can be seen on the screen is the visual window. In

this section, we will show the detailed touch saliency data col-

lection, saliency map generation process and evaluations on the

corresponding visual saliency groundtruth.

Participants: There are totally 69 participants in our experi-

ment, each of them viewed at least 400 images. They are stu-

dents and non-students from China, aged from 5 to 70 years

old (with mean age , and age standard deviation

; note that including children, our participants are all

experienced touch screen device users). The same as the prelim-

inary study [1], all participants are naive users. Participants can

view the images freely but they are not advised to focus on the

specific object or part of the image, e.g. building, people. The

only requirement is that they have to zoom in the images when

necessary.

Data Collection Procedure: Similarly to the preliminary

study [1], we build an interface on iPhone. Fig. 1 shows the

interface of the data collection app. Here, (a) shows the login

interface. Once the app is opened, the users are asked to put

in name, age and gender. There are two choices, “continue”

and “new”, to ensure that users can continue the labeling after

pauses. (b) shows the interface after login. The images are

presented in a random order to avoid bias. (c) shows the images

after zooming in. Users are asked to zoom in the images when

possible. (d) shows the black screen. The images will be shown

for ten seconds, after which a black screen will be shown.

When the black screen is shown, users have to release their

fingers to avoid the influence on the next image.

This program will record the center pixel, the scale and also

the current time of the displayed image. The center point is

treated as the fixation point. We define a duration time which

describes the interest level of each part of the image (formal

definition will be given below). For interesting part, the duration

time would be longer since people would like to find more de-

tails. For less interesting part, the duration time would be shorter

and they just skip this part. So the image part with long duration

time can be treated as salient region and the saliency level can

be rated according to the duration time. Usually, the center part

on the screen is the most interesting part.
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TABLE II

AUC AND CORRELATION COEFFICIENT (CC) COMPARISONS IN CROSS

ESTIMATION FOR TOUCH AND VISUAL SALIENCY MAPS

Fig. 8. Examples of touch and visual fixation maps which do not agree with-

each other.

ence is only a little. Thus we can draw conclusion that touch and

visual fixation maps are highly correlated to each other. Based

on the consistency between visual and touch saliency maps, in

the rest of the paper, we will propose a unified saliency predic-

tion method which can be applied generally for both visual and

touch saliency detection.

Fig. 8 visualizes some typical examples of touch and visual

fixation maps (heat maps) which do not agree on each other.

From Fig. 8, we can see that the visual fixation map always

presents sparse patterns, i.e., the salient areas are well separated

regions; in contrast, for the touch saliency, these separated re-

gions are always connected to a big region (therefore one can

more clearly observe the shape of the object in the touch map

than that of the visual fixation map) and the overall salient re-

gion given by visual fixation map is somewhat thinner than that

of the touch fixation map. This is because that the movement of

eye is much faster than that of the finger touch operation, there-

fore the recorded fixation points of visual fixation map are more

sparse than those of the touch fixation map.

From Fig. 8 we can also observe that the touch fixation map

tends to be concentrated in the center of the image stimuli. This

is because that finger movement requires human labor and some

subjects do not want to move the screen too much. In contrast,

the visual fixation map does not have this phenomenon. For ex-

ample, it is a very well studied fact that people tend to fixate at

faces. As can be seen in Fig. 8, the faces are indeed highly salient

according to the visual heat map. However, in the touch heat

map, focus of attention is somewhere below the faces (which is

near the center of the image stimuli).

Eye fixations provide high resolution pixel-level informa-

tion, whereas touch saliency is coarser region-level measure

of human attention. However, one of the advantages of touch

saliency is that it provides the scale of interest, i.e., using a

simple iPhone interface can well collect user touch information.

This nice property has a direct application. Based on the easily

collected touch saliency maps for one user, we can easily build

a personalized touch profile for him/her and the system can

customize the image display style for him/her based on his/her

focus of attention.

IV. UNIFIED VISUAL AND TOUCH SALIENCY PREDICTION

From the previous section, we see that touch saliency in gen-

eral can play an alternative role for visual saliency. This moti-

vates us a second task, namely, whether we can develop a com-

putational model that can predict touch and visual saliency in a

unified way. The rest of this section will elaborate on this.

A. Motivation

It is generally accepted that saliency detection can benefit

from the integration of multiple visual features. Previous

method combines various low level visual features for saliency

detection; however, low level features sometimes are not de-

scriptive enough to indicate the focus of attention since there

exist a semantic gap between low level image features and

what the user is really interested in the image. In fact, there

exist strong correlations between the semantic meanings of the

image regions and the human fixation regions. For example,

beautiful small objects (i.e., accessories and fine arts etc.) and

pretty faces can always attract human’s attention. Therefore,

if we can combine low level visual features with middle-level

semantic features calculated from image regions, we can base

on these cross-level complementary information to achieve

better saliency prediction model.

Motivated by this observation, we introduce a unified

saliency detection method for predicting both visual and

touch saliency, based on the fusion of low-level visual fea-

tures and middle-level object category features extracted

from image superpixels [35] in a bottom-up (unsupervised)

manner. The feature combination framework we utilize is the

recently proposed multi-task sparsity pursuit (MTSP) model

(unsupervised) [16], which has been proved to achieve the

state-of-the-art saliency detection performance due to its capa-

bility in exploring the cross-feature information. The proposed

method, named as MTSP-MID, take advantages of both 1) the

semantic information encoded by the middle-level features and

2) the capability of MTSP in feature fusion to boost the saliency

detection performance. The middle-level features we extract

are the object detection scores from image segments (trained in

a supervised manner from labelled/tagged image superpixels),

which will be introduced in detail in the rest of this section.

B. Middle-Level Object Category Features

In this part, we introduce our middle-level category features

extraction method. Here we use user-labeled segments as

ground truth and learn a linear classification model for each

object label. For each superpixel [35], we extract different

types of visual features and its corresponding human annota-

tion (tag) is used as its label. In this way, we extract all training

segment (superpixel) features paired with their object labels

for support vector machine (SVM) training. We train a linear

SVM model for each object label (tag), denoted as tag-SVM.

The middle-level feature extraction process is as follows.

Given the image , we first segment it into superpixels using

SLIC [35]. It is notable that the size of superpixels plays an im-

portant role in middle-level representation. However, if we keep

the average size of image superpixel to be a sufficient small

number (i.e., in this work, we empirically set the parameter of
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Fig. 5. Top 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% most salient region of touch and visual

fixation map.

To further investigate the similarity between touch and visual

fixation maps, we show the most salient regions of touch and

visual fixation maps in Fig. 5. Here we show the top 5%, 10%,

15% and 20% most salient region of visual and touch fixation

maps.

For the visual attention datasets collected by eye tracking de-

vices, there is always a central bias [40] caused by making early

fixations near the center of the image. Here we compare the cen-

tral bias between touch and visual fixation maps. Fig. 6 shows

the average of all fixation maps for touch and visual saliency on

all stimuli images. It can be seen that both of these datasets have

central bias, which is consistent with other eye fixation datasets

[12]. Note that the average visual fixation map is different from

the map shown in [12] because we only use 500 images instead

of the entire MIT dataset.

2. Effect of Age and Gender for Touch Saliency: We study

the effect of age and gender of the users on touch fixation map

(i.e., touch behavior for different groups of human).

Age Effect: The obtained fixation maps show that there exists

no significant difference between different age groups in terms

of touch behavior, which is different from our expectation. The

reason is that the age distribution of the users involved in this

study is biased towards years old. In our future work,

we will extend the current touch fixation map dataset to include

more users’ from young ( ) and old ( ) age groups.

Gender Effect: The obtained fixation maps show that in gen-

eral there exists no significant difference between male and fe-

male in terms of touch behavior. However, there do exist some

scenarios that male and female do not agree on the focus of at-

tention, as illustrated in Fig. 7. From Fig. 7, we observe that

females are more interested in the concepts such as male face,

baby and accessory etc. On the contrary, males are more inter-

ested in the concepts such as female face, logo, digital equip-

Fig. 6. Average of all fixation maps for touch and visual saliency. Both of them

have central bias.

Fig. 7. Examples of touch fixation maps from male and female users. Different

focus of attention is highlighted in circle.

ment and art etc. These observations are quite consistent with

our common sense.

3. Cross Estimation: We compare the touch and visual

saliency by computing the similarity between touch and visual

fixation maps. We utilize the widely used AUC (area under re-

ceiver operating characteristic curve) [19] and CC (Correlation

Coefficient) [41] to evaluate the cross estimation results.

AUC is the area under the ROC curve. ROC curve can be ob-

tained by enumerating all threshold values of the saliency map,

and plotting the false-positive-rate value on the x-axis against

the true-positive-rate on the y-axis for each value. Correlation

Coefficients (CC) [41] is also computed to evaluate the simi-

larity between two saliency maps. More specific, CC is defined

as

where indexes the pixels in the maps, and are

the ground truth and prediction saliency maps, and and

are the mean values of these two maps.

In this paper, when computing the AUC and ROC, we use the

thresholded fixation maps as ground truth, i.e., thresholding the

fixation map such that 20% of the most salient pixels are kept

according to [12]. We use the original fixation maps as ground

truth to compute CC. Table II shows the AUC and CC values

between these two maps. It can be seen that both AUC and CC

values are very high, which indicates that these two maps are

highly correlated with each other.

4. Results and Analysis: As shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, touch

fixation map is highly correlated with visual fixation map. The

high AUC and CC values in Table II further supports this obser-

vation. In Fig. 5, the 10%, 15% and 20% most salient regions for

touch and visual fixation map are quite consistent. Although one

can note some differences on the top 5% salient regions for both

maps, our calculated AUC and CC values show that the differ-
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A bstract

Predictive m odels deployed in the realw orld m ay assign in-
correctlabels to instances w ith high confidence. Such errors
or unknow n unknow ns are rooted in m odelincom pleteness,
and typically arise because ofthe m ism atch betw een training
data and the casesencountered attesttim e.A sthe m odelsare
blind to such errors,inputfrom an oracle is needed to iden-
tify these failures.In thispaper,w e form ulate and addressthe
problem ofinform ed discovery ofunknow n unknow nsofany
given predictive m odelw here unknow n unknow ns occurdue
to system atic biasesin the training data.W e propose a m odel-
agnostic m ethodology w hich usesfeedback from an oracle to
both identify unknow n unknow ns and to intelligently guide
the discovery. W e em ploy a tw o-phase approach w hich first
organizes the data into m ultiple partitions based on the fea-
ture sim ilarity ofinstancesand theconfidence scoresassigned
by the predictive m odel,and then utilizes an explore-exploit
strategy fordiscovering unknow n unknow nsacrossthese par-
titions. W e dem onstrate the efficacy of our fram ew ork by
varying the underlying causes ofunknow n unknow ns across
various applications. To the bestof our know ledge,this pa-
perpresents the firstalgorithm ic approach to the problem of
discovering unknow n unknow nsofpredictive m odels.

Introduction
Predictive m odels are w idely em ployed in a variety of do-
m ainsranging from judiciary and health care to autonom ous
driving. A s w e increasingly rely on these m odels forhigh-
stakes decisions,identifying and characterizing their unex-
pected failures in the open w orld is critical. W e categorize
errors of a predictive m odel as: know n unknow ns and un-
know n unknow ns (A ttenberg,Ipeirotis, and Provost2015).
K now n unknow nsare those data points forw hich the m odel
m akes low confidence predictions and errs. O n the other
hand, unknow n unknow ns correspond to those points for
w hich the m odel is highly confident about its predictions
butis actually w rong. Since the m odellacks aw areness of
its unknow n unknow ns,approaches developed for address-
ing know n unknow ns (e.g., active learning (Settles 2009))
cannotbe used fordiscovering unknow n unknow ns.

U nknow n unknow ns can arise w hen data thatis used for
training a predictive m odelis notrepresentative ofthe sam -
ples encountered attesttim e w hen the m odelis deployed.

C opyright c 2017,A ssociation forthe A dvancem entofA rtificial
Intelligence (w w w .aaai.org).A llrights reserved.

Figure 1: U nknow n unknow ns in an im age classification
task.Training data com prised only ofim ages ofblack dogs
and ofw hite and brow n cats.A predictive m odeltrained on
this data incorrectly labels a w hite dog (testim age)as a cat
w ith high confidence.

This m ism atch could be a resultofunm odeled biases in the
collection of training data or differences betw een the train
and testdistributionsdue to tem poral,spatialorotherfactors
such asasubtle shiftin task definition.To illustrate,consider
an im age classification task w here the goalis to predictifa
given im age corresponds to a cator a dog (Figure 1). Let
us assum e thatthe training data is com prised of im ages of
black dogs,and w hite and brow n cats, and the feature set
includes details such as nose shape,presence orabsence of
w hiskers,color,and shape ofthe eyes. A predictive m odel
trained on such data m ightlearn to m ake predictions solely
based on color despite the presence of other discrim inative
features because colorcan perfectly separate the tw o classes
in the training data.H ow ever,during testtim e,such a m odel
w ould classify an im age of a w hite dog as a catw ith high
confidence. The im ages of w hite dogs are, therefore, un-
know n unknow ns w ith regard to such a predictive m odel.

W e form ulate and address the problem of inform ed dis-
covery ofunknow n unknow nsofany given predictive m odel
w hen deployed in the w ild. M ore specifically,w e seek to
identify unknow n unknow ns w hich occuras a resultofsys-
tem atic biases in the training data. W e form ulate this as
an optim ization problem w here unknow n unknow nsare dis-
covered by querying an oracle for true labels of selected
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